
*Important*
Children should be accompanied while playing – some items are not suitable for younger children (small 

items and balloons could be a choking hazard)

BIG MYTHS For  
LITTLE LEGENDS 

Game Master’s Notes

PREPARATION 

The only bit of preparation is to attach the feathers to the sandal using sticky tape (for ultra 
realistic myth!) Otherwise, just find out the best locations for your clues by reading through the 
Game Plan below (it’s also a good idea to read through it to see how the game should progress) 
Finally: maybe get everybody costumes! And we Recommend buying a little present to  put in the 
Final Puzzle’s Bag.

SET-UP 

Setting up the game should take no more than 15 minutes – try not to get seen hiding items! The 
Clue Gallery you have received via email can be used to cross reference. 

In bathroom place the plastic bottle (use the double sided sticky pad to help fix it) complete with 
Poseidon’s Riddle. (see Clue 2 in Gallery). Next to this add a note saying “Poseidon uses water to 
solve all his problems” (This part is to help your player, so it’s optional !) 

In a plant pot hide the Leaf symbol note (Demeter’s Riddle) and Magnetic wand. (Clue 3 in 
Gallery) 

Place small key and attached note under the sofa – aka the Underworld! (Clue 4 in gallery) 

Place the pouch locked with the small key padlock and attached Owl symbol note (Athena’s 
Riddle) close to/behind a clock. 

Place the pouch locked with the number padlock and attached Heart symbol note (Aphrodite’s 
Riddle) in a clothes drawer. 

Hide Sandal in Fridge or Freezer 

Assemble final clue (Check Clue 10 in gallery) in a separate room (Ideally a closet, make sure 
that is a different room than where you’ve hidden Aphrodite’s Pouch!): 

•Put congratulations card and sweets (and your present if you have) inside a lockable bag. 
•Close and lock bag with  Green and Blue padlocks. Make sure to scramble the numbers. 
•Inflate balloons, make sure Final Clues (see the small blue and green note in Gallery), are 

inside the balloons. 
•Attach balloons to bag



GAME PLAN: 

Intro: You are Hermes, messenger to the Gods. You must guide your would-be Heroes on a 
quest to see Zeus. The players can take on any role they wish – perhaps Apollo or his twin sister 
Artemis? Or the mighty Hercules? The only thing stopping you from taking them to see Zeus is 
that you've lost one of your magical flying sandals and need it back if you are to get to Mount 
Olympus! Perhaps the other Gods can help you on your way? 

The game starts after you’ve set the scene and when you hand the player(s) Hermes' Code Sheet 
and the Wing note (Hermes’ Riddle) 

1. Hermes’s Riddle Guides the player to the bathroom– “home” of Poseidon, god of all things 
water related. There the player must fill the bottle with water in order to access the hidden 
note inside (see Clue 2 in Gallery). This note completes the riddle outside the bottle 
(Poseidon’ Riddle) 

2. Poseidon’s Riddle Guides the player to a plant or flower pot or wherever has most vegetation 
– the natural habitat of Demeter, Goddess of Agriculture. Hidden there is another  riddle, 
(Demeter’s) and a magnetic wand. 

3. Demeter’s Riddle: Guides the player to the Underworld, the domain of Hades. Player needs to 
use Hermes’ Code sheet to decipher the cryptic message which says “under the sofa”. 

4. Using the magnetic wand, retrieve a key and another riddle (Hades’) from under the sofa 
(Underworld). 

5. Follow the guidance of Hades’ clue: find a clock where a pouch is hidden. This Pouch is 
opened with Hades’ key and provides a puzzle and the riddle from the Goddess of Wisdom, 
Athena. 

6. Complete the puzzle and find the 3 number answers to it. Then uses Athena’s clue to go to 
your next spot (a dressing area/clothes drawer) 

7. In the drawer, the player finds another pouch. This one belongs to the beautiful Aphrodite. 
Use The 3 numbers found with Athena’s puzzle to open the padlock on the pouch. 

8. Inside the pouch is the final Riddle (Aphrodite’s Riddle): it must be read by looking at it in a 
mirror. (Clue 6 in gallery) 

9. The player follow Aphrodites deciphered message to the fridge (or freezer) where the sandal is 
hidden. 

10. Once the sandal is found the players should be guided (by you!) into the final room – Make 
sure they have kept all 6 riddle notes with them. 

11. Final puzzle: First, help the players pop the balloons (Inside you’ll find the final puzzle 
pieces). The symbols shown on the notes you’ve just discovered show the order in which to 
place the riddles; the Roman numbers on each riddles gives the code to open the padlocks . 
You can use Hermes’ Code Sheet to decipher the Roman Numbers. (Important: blue clue 
opens blue padlock, green clue opens green padlock).


